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Report
Project for Street Children 2018
SPM Realino is still continuing the program for street children, these programs have been
carried out in Bong Suwung, Prambanan, Pingit and Code. We are grateful for the support
that has been given so that we can continue to carry out this activity. In general, program
implementation can be carried out properly. In the implementation process of the program,
there are developments and changes due to situations we have to adjust. However, there was
one unexpected event which made several programs not work. We will outline the activities
that we have carried out during 2018.

a. Prambanan Community
Program
This year we plan to make a comprehensive program in Prambanan. We will make a sewing
program for female street children and screen printing for male street children. Through this
program we want to produce T-shirts and sell them in Prambanan Temple. The ultimate goal
is that street children have jobs and can live better than before. To realize this program we
prepare everything, both the equipment and the coach.
Unexpected event
Street children and the poor people we serve so far live illegally in the poultry market.
Because of that, the poultry market is known as a bad place (red line district) because there
live street children, homeless people, sex workers, etc. Those who live in the chicken market
are often called “the societies'scum”
When the program will be implemented, suddenly, on February 2018, the local government
asked the people that stay in the market to leave because the market would be renovated. This
is the government's way to drive the poor from that place. Local government gives a month to
leave that area, if they don't leave the government will force it. We tried to communicate our
plans to the local government but they are ignored.
We explained about the program we were going to do, we proposed that the government
provide a temporary place for them but not granted. The government still asks them to leave
because they live illegally. They don't think about causes until poor people live illegally on
the market. This is the condition of poor people in Indonesia who have never received
certainty for their lives.

Eviction of poor residents

Because of the evictions, all of our programs had to be postponed. We accompany the victims
to find a new place to live. They had time to occupy the river sides but were rejected by local
residents, eventually they rented rooms. We provide transportation for them to move their
belongings. We also modified the program for little children who are getting neglected
because the whole family is busy looking for a new place to live after eviction. We hold
activities that invite children to be happy because they must adjust to a new place. Our
activities are supported by their parent.
Accompany children evicted victims

We continue to do activities with children while we consolidate with the eviction victims. We
cannot do the program because they are scattered so the priority is to establish
communication and see other possibilities. After consolidation and communication with the
street children, we face new problems. We have no place to do activities because before we
did activities in the public room inside the market. Because of that problem, we decided to
rent a house. But it is not easy to get house for rent. After a few months, we got a house to be
rent. The house is big and cheap, we can use that house to our program.
More Complicated problems
A few days after we rented a house (August 2018), we were summoned by religious leaders
in the area. They are all Islam. There was news that we rented the house to spread
Christianity. We have been doing activities in that place for almost a year and no one has
complained about our activities. Every time we have children's activity, many parents
accompany their children and there are no problems. There are many of our volunteers who
are Muslim and even wear the hijab. So far there has never been a problem, so we are very
confused about how there are rumors that we are spreading Christianity
We try to explain that everything we do is purely social activities. We strive for poor people
to have opportunities to develop. We even invited Muslim volunteers to make them sure that
everything that was done was pure humanity. But all of our efforts failed. We were refused
and asked to leave the area.
Many people question that decisions, they argue that what we do is not related to religion.
They said that there were provocateurs spread the hoax. They were even disappointed with
the decisions of the religious leaders. But we don't want to enter this very sensitive debate.
We accepted their decision and immediately stopped the activities we had been doing so far.
Reflection
In 2017, we evaluated that workshops would be able to implement if we carried out around
where the street children lived. But there was another problem, we faced a group of people
who did not want to accept us because of their religious background.
In the context of Indonesia, religion cannot be ruled out. We must always consider religion
because Indonesians are very religious even some are still very fanatical. In terms of social
activities, religion must also be considered. So far we emphasize pure social and
humanitarian movements without religious background, but we were wrong. Every human
being has a different perspective so we have to consider everything
We are very disappointed, sad and even cry because we cannot do something for the poor.
But we also realize that there are many factors that determine the continuity of the program.
This rejection made us a little traumatized, but we will not stop. This is a challenge for us to
continue the program for the poor. This reminds us to be creative. We will continue to look
for opportunities and opportunities to help poor people, especially street children in
Parambanan.
We apologize to donors who provide funds for us for this program. We have not been able to
execute the program that we planned. But we will try to implement the program. If it's
impossible to do it in Prambanan, we'll do it in other places.

Follow Up
Two weeks after we were expelled from Prambanan, there were two men came and asked us
to continue the program. We explained that we really want to continue the program but have
to pay attention to all possibilities. We will look for a neutral place to do the program. We
hope that there will be no problems. If we finally get into trouble, we will decide to stop the
program and conclude that the program cannot be implemented in Prambanan.

b. Bong Suwung Community
Social Analysis
Bong Suwung is slum area in Yogyakarta, the location is beside the railway near Tugu
Station Yogyakarta. The condition of the areas is very apprehensive. Most of the people who
stay there work as scavenger, sell food and drink but at night that place become prostitution.
We have been doing this activity for one year so we get to know the children, family and the
problems comprehensively.
In Bong Suwung, we found a circle of poverty that was very difficult to stop except with a
comprehensive and innovative approach. The main problem is poverty, but poverty is rooted
in the low level of education and skill so that they cannot find good jobs. Finally they only
work as scavengers, small traders with very low income. Low education affects parenting.
The child gets many negative influences from the surrounding environment. We often find
neglected children. These children then work on the street. Some girls even get pregnant at a
very young age (16 years old). There is one child who participated in our activities at the age
of 15 years old. Relation between men and woman is power relation, just as protection
function. Women want to live with men so they get protection, but finally the man exploits
the woman to looking for work even as a prostitute.
So far we have only accompanying children who usually drop out of school at the age of 15
and become street children. Activities carried out every day Saturday from 1 to 6 pm with a
lot of volunteers involved. We have done this activity for more than one year.
Follow Up
Realizing this condition, we realize that only accompanying children is not enough. We have
to start something innovative. We decided to start program for mothers. The main objective is
to increase capacity and provide alternative income. After discussing with mothers to see
their interest, we started activities by making accessories for women (necklaces, bracelets and
earrings). In addition, we also plan to add more mentoring days in one week by involving
more volunteers.

Activities accompanying children in Bong Suwung

Accompanying Mother in Bong Suwung

c. Code Pintar
Code Pintar is a children collective which is located at Jogoyudan, down by the Code
Riverside. The children who live there mostly come from poor families. Children's activities
at Code Pintar run smoothly and there are no struggle because parents realize that the
activities carried out are good for their children. Until today, the number of the children
enganging in Code Pintar has reached 40 (4 to 15 years old).
Activities in Code Pintar can be carried out well because many support. During Easter 2018
celebration, we received donation such as; stationery, drawing books and other equipment
from children community of a Church in Yogyakarta. Many students from university also
donate stationery, drawing tools, colored pencils, etc. so we can save money that allocated for
our activities. We just used the funds at the end of this year to continue our program.
Code Pintar carries out activities which aims to acccomodate the children’s interest and talent
in accordance with their characters, and to develop the children through art and science.
Those activities are expected to motivate the childrens to articulate their aspirations through
various media. Those media include: literature (writing short stories and poems, writing
diaries, reading books, writing script and performing play), music (singing, playing music,
writing songs), traditional dance, and school subjects (especially English).
In 2018, besides doing the usual activities, Code Pintar also collaborated with other
community. Code Pintar collaborate with Rumah Faye hold a meeting which focused on
education on children protection. The second collaboration was conducted with Omah Kreatif
collective took part as participants in an event conducted by the collective to contribute in
conservation of traditional children’s games. The last collaboration was conducted with
Pusdep USD. The programs include mural, woodcut, wall magazine, and theater. These
programs are expected to be accomplished in 2019. Up to this report is made, the
collaboration still focuses on mural.
Activities in Code Pintar

Financial Report
In statement I wrote back the 2016 financial statements that I have previously reported and
continued to financial statement 2017. We are very effective used the fund so we still have
fund remaining.
No

Date

Item

1.

November 2017

Remaining Budget

2.

19 Januari 2018

Donation

D

K (Rp)

Rp. 80.221.961
Rp. 21.272.279

Total Budget

Rp. 101.494.240

WORKSHOP 2018
Prambanan Community
Preparation for Street Children Workshop
3.

19-12-2017

Second condition sewing
machine

Rp. 13.500.000

4.

31-01-2018

Keyboard (music workshop)

Rp. 11.800.000

Total ( no.3 – no.4 )

Rp. 25.300.000

Tutoring Street Children In Prambanan
5.

11-04-2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 123.000

6.

18-04-2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 178.000

7.

08-05-2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 48.500

8.

26-05-2018

Tutoring Children

9.

08-06-2018

Tutoring Children en

10.

12-07-2018

BC Paper

Rp. 63.000

11.

24-07-2018

BC Paper

Rp. 54.000

12.

08-08-2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 33.800

13.

15-08-2018

Moneybox for kids

Rp. 36.000

14.

19-09-2018

Foam gliter

Rp. 79.000

15.

19-09-2018

Sponiti (prambanan)

Rp. 74.000

16.

20-09-2018

Glue

Rp. 64.000

17.

20-09-2018

Milk

Rp. 185.000

18.

20-09-2018

Glue

Rp. 5.000

19.

20-09-2018

Botle for prambanan children
Total (no.6 - no.20)

Rp. 95.000
Rp. 325.000

Rp. 82.000
Rp. 1.445.300

Bong Suwung Community
Repairing of Room
20.

20-12-2017

Repairing the room

8.500.000

21.

03-01-2018

Repairing the room

3.000.000

22.

05-03-2018

Repairing the room

415.000

Total (no. 21 –no. 24)

Rp. 11.915.000

Tutoring Children in Bong Suwung
16-10-2017

Tutoring Children

Rp. 52.000

Tutoring Children

Rp. 115.000

25.

21-10-2017
21-10-2017

26.

28-10-2017

Tutoring Children

Rp. 105.400

27.

06-11-2017

Tutoring Children

Rp. 150.000

28.

18-12-2017

Tutoring Children

Rp. 162.200

29.

09-12-2017

Tutoring Children

Rp. 72.600

30.

15-12-2017

Medicine for Children

Rp. 55.000

31.

20-12-2017

Water

Rp. 84.000

32.

15-01-2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 110.000

33.

15-01-2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 32.500

34.

12-02-2018

Consolidation for volunteer

35.

15-02-2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 152.200

36.

02-03-2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 71.200

37.

02-03-2018

Tutoring Children (tippy tap)

Rp. 89.000

38.

03-02-2018

Water for drink

39.

08-03-2018

Gloves for activities

Rp. 16.500

40.

16-03-2018

Rope (kids activities)

Rp. 15.000

41.

23-03-2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 125.000

42.

24-03-2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 200.200

43.

02-04-2018

Rp. 1.200.000

44.

18-04-2018

Books for library
Tutoring Children

45.

Tutoring Children

Rp. 51.500

46.

30-04-2018
18/04/2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 23.000

47.

30/04/2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 85.000

48.

Milk for kids

Rp. 150.000

49.

21/05/2018
09/06/2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 148.500

50.

09/06/2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 67.500

51.

09/06/2018

Milk for Children

Rp. 130.000

52.

24/07/2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 52.000

53.

24/07/2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 128.000

54.

08/08/2018

Tutoring Children

Rp. 22.000

55.

25/09/2018

Field trip

Rp. 1.409.000

56.

05/10/2018

LCD Projector

Rp. 4.650.000

23.
24.

Supplement

Total (no.23 – no.56 )

Rp. 36.500

Rp. 3.500.000

Rp. 5.500

Rp. 74.000

Rp. 13.340.300

Workshop for Woman in Bong Suwung
57.

07/05/2018

Woman Activities (assessories)

Rp. 400.000

58.

15/05/2018

Woman Activities (assessories)

Rp. 387.500

59.

26/05/2018

Woman Activities (assessories)

Rp. 1.132.000

60.

23/06/2018

Woman Activities (assessories)

Rp. 400.000

61.

23/06/2018

Woman Activities (assessories)

Rp. 300.000

62.

30/06/2018

Woman Activities (assessories)

Rp. 456.000

63.

17/07/2018

Woman Activities (assessories)

Rp. 555.000

64.

17/07/2018

Woman Activities (assessories)

Rp. 335.000

65.

20/07/2018

Woman Activities (assessories)

Rp. 600.000

66.

11/08/2018

Woman Activities (assessories)

Rp. 800.000

67.

15/08/2018

Woman Activities (herbal drink)

Rp. 94.500

68.

15/08/2018

Woman Activities (herbal drink)

Rp. 120.000

69.

15/08/2018

Woman Activities (herbal drink)

Rp. 30.000

70.

15/08/2018

Woman Activities (herbal drink)

Rp. 111.500

71.

17/09/2018

Woman Activities (herbal drink)

Rp. 230.000

72.

17/09/2018

Woman Activities (herbal drink)

Rp. 120.000

73.

20/09/2018

Woman Activities (herbal drink)

Rp. 46.000

74.

29/09/2018

Woman Activities (herbal drink)

Rp. 400.000

Total ( no. 57 – no. 74 )

Rp. 6.517.500

Tutoring Children in Code Pintar
75.

13-12-2017

Rent a room (year 2018)

76.

24-09-2018

Brush

Rp. 75.000

77.

24-09-2018

Paintbrush (per set)

Rp. 40.000

78.

24-09-2018

Paintbrush Series 6 (per item)

Rp. 17.500

79.

24-09-2018

Paintbrush Series 8 (per item)

Rp. 41.000

80.

24-09-2018

Acrylic Paint

Rp. 141.000

81.

25-09-2018

Acrylic Paint (Red, Yellow)

Rp. 110.000

82.

24-09-2018

Carving Knive (per set)

83.

24-09-2018

Envelope (per pack)

Rp. 4.400

84.

24-09-2018

Receipt Book

Rp. 4.000

85.

24-09-2018

Marker

86.

25-09-2018

Rent (Year 2019)

Rp. 2.600.000

Rp. 34.000

Rp. 12.600
Rp. 1.850.000

Total ( no.75 – no. 86)

Rp. 4.929.500

Budget from Workshop Program 2018

Rp. 101.494.240

Remaining Budget

Rp. 38.046.640

Rp. 63.447.600

Concluding this report, we would like to underline some major points. First, we will continue
the program for mothers and children in Bong Suwung because activities for children are not
enough. Second, we will try again the activities in Prambanan if it remains problematic then
we decide not to continue.
Again we thank you for your generous support in the previous year of 2018. May our
collaboration for the good of society really helps other people and those who are less
fortunate. And may any projects and programs you are working on yield good results too.

Yogyakarta, 12 Oktober 2018

Y. Adrianto Dwi Mulyono
Coordinator of SPM Realino

